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Abstract Loss modeling of asynchronous optical burst
switches with shared wavelength converters is considered.
An exact analysis based on continuous time Markov chains
is proposed and validated by comparison with simulation for
balanced and unbalanced traffic. A computationally efficient
approximated analysis is also proposed and compared with
the exact model to find applicability conditions. Approximate loss performance evaluation is presented for ranges of
values which are not tractable either by simulation or exact
analysis.
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1 Introduction
Optical networks are a challenging solution to support the
extremely high bandwidth requirements of next-generation
telecommunication infrastructures. Particular interest in optical networking research is dedicated to flexible transfer
modes to support bandwidth exploitation at different degrees
of granularities and dynamicity. Packet-oriented techniques
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are the best candidates to achieve this goal although they
call for optical switches which are able to effectively solve
contention and reconfigure their interconnections very fast
[1]. Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is a packet-based technique which has been widely studied in recent years and
which could meet high speed networking requirements with
adequate flexibility and fine granularity [2–4]. The implementation of Optical Burst Switched networks involves
efforts in different areas, ranging from components to
systems and related traffic models [1,5–7].
Different switch architectures can be considered to support optical burst switching. Typically these architectures
provide wavelength conversion to solve the contention intrinsically related to this technique. The key components to perform this function are tuneable wavelength converters
(TWCs) which are still complex components and in any
case they represent a very expensive part of the optical burst
switch [8]. As a consequence, attention is given to the
design of switch architectures which share TWCs to perform wavelength conversion functions. Examples of these
architectures are the share-per-link and the share-per-node
architectures [9,10]. The system design of such architectures calls for efficient tools to evaluate loss performance
and achieve optimized switch dimensioning. Some of these
tools were proposed in literature [9]. Anyway numerically
efficient algorithms are still needed to perform switch design
in asynchronous contexts, with variable burst lengths, which
better represent the optical burst switching behavior. This
work aims at defining loss models for share-per-link and
share-per-node architectures and compare them with approximated although numerically efficient models. In this paper,
the switch is assumed to work asynchronously with variable
burst length and with exponential distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 some reference to background and related works are given; in Sect. 3
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the architectures considered are described. In Sect. 4 the
proposed exact analytical models for loss evaluation are
described. In Sect. 5 an approximated model is introduced.
In Sect. 6 the validation of the exact model by simulation
and the comparisons between exact and approximated models are presented and discussed. In Sect. 7 conclusions of the
work are drawn.

2 Background and related works
Optical Burst switching is a networking technique designed
to be employed in WDM optical networks. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a transmission scheme where
many independent wavelength channels are transmitted
across a large network. It utilizes the available fiber bandwidth at wavelength granularity, by increasing the aggregate
system capacity and throughput of raw fiber networks [11].
To further exploit the bandwidth in the presence of dynamically changing requirements each channel can be further
shared by bursts, which are formed by collection of packets from peripheral networks that are aggregated at the optical network edge according to burst assembly algorithms
[12]. Burst traffic generated at network edges is transferred
through the optical burst switched network through suitable
scheduling of interconnection links in optical burst switches
[13]. The characteristics of this traffic have been studied in
some previous works [14–17]. Some works also propose
switch architectures suitable to support this kind of traffic
[9,18]. In any case, we focus here on forwarding operation
of bursts in optical switches. In this view the study can be
applied both at optical burst or packet switched networks,
providing that asynchronous context is assumed. For this reason the term packet or burst can be interchangeably used.
The design of the WDM switches with simple and cost
effective components is a key issue in optical networking.
A general scheme of an optical node is composed by a demultiplexing stage, where all wavelengths in the fiber are
split and information is drawn from each wavelength and
considered individually by the control unit. A non-blocking optical stage is needed afterward to forward packets to
the right destination. At the output stage wavelengths are
again multiplexed on the same physical support and eventually information is sent. To improve the performance, especially in a packet-oriented environments, TWCs and optical buffers can be added to the aforementioned structure.
Wavelength conversion in optical networks is considered
here to perform contention resolution by application of tunable wavelength converters [19]. Bursts are shifted from a
wavelength to another to achieve efficient bandwidth sharing. Anyway wavelength conversion is not easy from the
technology point of view. Experimental results have shown
that performance of wavelength converters strongly depends
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on combination of the input and output wavelengths. That
is, for a given input wavelength, translations to some output
wavelengths result in an output signal which is significantly
degraded [10]. Moreover, the wider the range that a converter
has to work with the more expensive it results.
Multiple fibers can be used to alleviate wavelength conversion. The multi-fiber solution seems to suit with this aspect.
This scheme was already explored for wavelength switching
networks [20]. The investigation of this approach for optical
packet switching in asynchronous networks is rather new. A
reason to take into account this structure is that a large number of fibers are already contained in a cable underground so
no further digging would be necessary. Furthermore, multifiber proves to be efficient either in terms of performance and
conversion cost.
Loss models for optical packet switches with shared wavelength converters have been proposed in the literature with
reference to different switch architectures. In this paper we
focus on asynchronous switches with wavelength converters share-per-link and share-per-node, possibly with multifiber configurations. Exact models for asynchronous context
typically assume exponential burst length distribution and
are based on Markov chain approaches [21]. These kind of
models, although in some cases lead to exact solutions, typically put large demand on memory space as the switch size
increases, making the approach of limited applicability in
practice. Thus, there is a need for approximated and computationally feasible approaches.
First we present an exact loss probability analysis for the
architecture under study, which is validated by simulation.
An approximated approach is then presented and compared
with the exact one to understand its effectiveness.

3 Node architectures
Two architectures are proposed that implement different
schemes for wavelength converters’ sharing. The first one
applies the share-per-link policy and is sketched in Fig. 1. It
employs as many pools of converters as the number of output interfaces, each shared among the wavelength channels
belonging to the same interface. The architecture presented
in Fig. 2 applies the share-per-node option. A single pool of
converters is available and shared among all node channels.
The external setting is the same for both architectures. It
consists of N inputs and N outputs, equipped with F fibers
carrying M wavelengths each. This configuration provides
F × M wavelength channels per output interface. In the first
case (share-per-link) R indicates the number of TWCs that
are available to wavelength channels switched to the corresponding interface. In the second case (share-per-node) C
represents the number of converters that belong to the single pool shared among all node’s channels. In both cases
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Fig. 2 Switching node architecture with N input/output ports, M
wavelengths per fiber, and a set of C share-per-node wavelength converters

a set of links without converters is also provided to forward packets that do not need conversion. Looking at the
architecture from left to the right, the general switch behavior can be described as follows: in the de-multiplexing phase
channels are separated at the input ports and then kept separated until they will be again multiplexed at output ports.
After the de-multiplexing phase the first optical switch selects
the proper output interface which is identified by the switch
control unit on the basis of the packet destination address. The
packet might be sent to the converters’ pool or not depending on the need of wavelength conversion. A second switch
selects the right fiber within the interface. The first optical
switch stage, as presented in Figs. 1 and 2, is quite large,
being it (N · F · M × N · F · M). To overcome this problem, this stage can be organized into parallel planes, one
for each wavelength employed, thus reducing the required
size of each plane to (N · F × N · F) providing additional
de-multiplexing and multiplexing functions [22]. A good

4 Exact analytical models
In this section, we provide an exact analytical model for the
blocking probability calculation. Such model is based on a
Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) and thus assumes
Poisson arrivals (rate λ) and exponential service times (average service time 1/µ). It is only feasible for a small number
of ports (N ), fibers (F), wavelengths per fiber (M), and converters (R or C), since the matrix dimension becomes too
large. We consider the following cases
– Share-per-link
– One fiber per port (F = 1), M wavelengths and R
converters (R ≤ M).
– Two fibers per port (F = 2), M wavelengths and R
converters (R ≤ 2 ∗ M).
– Share-per-node
– One fiber per port (F = 1), M wavelengths and C
converters (C ≤ N ∗ M) shared between two ports
N = 2.
Additionally, it is worth remarking that throughout the
analysis we will be assuming equally likely destinations,
which allows us to focus on a single link when appropriate.
4.1 Share-per-link: One fiber per port (F = 1), M
wavelengths and R converters (R ≤ M)
Let us consider the bi-dimensional CTMC {(m(t), r (t)),
t ≥ 0}, which, for notation simplicity will be denoted by
(m, r ), where m represents the number of busy wavelengths
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(out of M) and r represents the number of busy wavelengths
converters (out of R). Note that 0 ≤ m ≤ M, 0 ≤ r ≤ R, and
r ≤ m so that the possible values for (m, r ) are given in the
following matrix:
S=
⎛

⎞
(0, 0)
∗
...
∗
⎜ (1, 0)
(1, 1)
∗
...
∗⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ (2, 0)
(2, 1)
(2, 2)
∗
...
∗⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ ..................................................................... ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ (R, 0)
(R, 1)
(R, 2) . . . (R, R) ∗ . . . ∗ ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ ..................................................................... ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎝ (M − 1, 0) (M − 1, 1) (M − 1, 2) . . . (M − 1, R) ∗
∗⎠
(M, 0)
(M, 1)
(M, 2) . . . (M, R) ∗
∗
(1)

From (1) we note that the states that contribute to the
blocking probability are the ones in the bottom row and Rth
column. In the first case, (M, r ), r = 0, . . . R, blocking is
due to outage of outgoing wavelengths. In the second case,
(m, R), m = R, . . . M, blocking is due to outage of wavelength converters. In the latter case the blocking probability
is equal to m/M that accounts for new requests to an already
occupied lambda, with no wavelength converters available.
Let us denote by p(m, r ) the steady-state probability for the
(m, r ) chain. Then, the blocking probability B is given by
B=

R


p(M, r ) +

r =0

M−1

m=R

p(m, R)

m
M

(2)

To obtain the blocking probability, we follow the usual
methodology for CTMCs. We observe that (m, r ) is aperiodic and irreducible. Let Q be the infinitesimal generator for
the chain. Let P denote the steady-state probability vector
(m, r ). Then, we obtain p(m, r ) by applying


PQ = 0
p(m, r ) = 1

(3)

(m,r )∈S

 
where S is given by (1). Let p(i,
j)(i  , j  ) = d p(i, j)(i , j ) /dt
 , j  ).
denotes the transition
rate
from
state
(i,
j)
to
state
(i


Then Q = p(i,
j)(i  , j  ) . Table 1 represents the transition
rates between states in S.
Note that the total number of states in (1) is equal to
(R+1)(R + 2)/2 + (M − R) ∗ (R + 1), which is O(M),
assuming R  M.

4.2 Share-per-link: Two fibers per port (F = 2), M
wavelengths and R converters (R ≤ 2 ∗ M)
Since we have two fibers per wavelength we note that the
state of a given wavelength may be
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– s1 : Wavelength is not in use in any of the fibers.
– s2 : Wavelength is busy in one of the fibers, no converter
is used.
– s3 : Wavelength is busy in both the fibers, no converter is
used.
– s4 : Wavelength is busy in one of the fibers, one converter
is used.
– s5 : Wavelength is busy in both the fibers, one converter is
used.
– s6 : Wavelength is busy in both the fibers, two converters
are used.
To calculate the blocking probability, we only need to
know the number of wavelengths that are in each of the
above states. Thus, the CTMC is now defined by the 6-tuple
(m s1 , m s2 , m s3 , m s4 , m s5 , m s6 ) where m si denotes the number of wavelenghts in each possible state and m s1 + m s2 +
m s3 + m s4 + m s5 + m s6 = M, m s4 + m s5 + 2 ∗ m s6 ≤ R.
The policy for using converters is as follows. If a packet
arrives for a wavelength that is in any of the “Busy” states
(m s3 , m s5 , and m s6 ) a converter is used with the following
conventions:
1. If there are available wavelengths with state s1 then one
of them is selected.
2. If no wavelengths are available with state s1 and there
are wavelengths available with state s2 then one of latter
is randomly selected.
3. If no wavelengths are available neither in state s1 nor in
state s2 but there are available wavelengths in state s4
then one of the latter is randomly selected.
4. Blocking occurs if all wavelengths are in “Busy” states
(m s3 , m s5 , and m s6 ).
Table 2 shows the transition rates from (m s1 , m s2 , m s3 ,
m s4 , m s5 , m s6 ) to (m s1 , m s2 , m s3 , m s4 , m s5 , m s6 ). For space
limitations we omit the allowable ranges for (m s1 , m s2 , m s3 ,
m s4 , m s5 , m s6 ).
The last three rows are valid if and only if there are converters available. Finally, the blocking probability is given by
B=



m s4 +m s5 +2∗m s6 =R;
m s3 +m s5 +m s6 = M

(m s3 + m s5 + m s6 )
M

× p(m s1 , m s2 , m s3 , m s4 , m s5 , m s6 )

p(m s1 , m s2 , m s3 , m s4 , m s5 , m s6 ) (4)
+
m s3 +m s5 +m s6 =M

where p(·) are steady-state probabilities. The first summation accounts for the blocking due to all converters being
busy, while the second one accounts for the blocking due to
all wavelengths being busy on both fibers.
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Table 1 Transition rates
between the states in S

i

j

2≤i ≤ M −1
2≤i ≤M
2≤i ≤ M −1
1≤i ≤M
1≤i ≤M
M
M
R≤i ≤M
R ≤i ≤ M −1
R+1≤i ≤ M
1≤i ≤ R
1≤i ≤ R
0

1≤
1≤
1≤
1≤
0
0≤
0≤
R
R
R
1≤
1≤
0

j
j
j
j

≤
≤
≤
≤

R − 1,
R − 1,
R − 1,
R − 1,

j
j
j
j

≤i
≤i
≤i
≤i

j≤R
j≤R

j ≤ R, j = i
j ≤ R, j = i

i

j

Rate

i +1
i −1
i +1
i −1
i −1
M −1
M −1
i −1
i +1
i −1
i +1
i −1
1

j
j
j +1
j −1
0
j
j −1
j −1
j
j
j
j −1
0

(1 − i/M)λ
(i − j)µ
(i/M)λ
jµ
iµ
(i − j)µ
jµ
jµ
(1 − i/M)λ
(i − j)µ
(1 − (i/M))λ
iµ
λ

Table 2 Transition rates between the states in the share-per-link case with F = 2
m s1

m s2

m s3

m s4

m s5

m s6

m s1

m s2

m s3

m s4

m s5

m s6

Rate

m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1 −1
m s1
m s1 −1
m s1 +1
m s1
m s1
m s1 +1
0
0

m s2
m s2
m s2 −1
m s2
m s2 −1
m s2 +1
m s2 −1
m s2 +1
m s2
m s2
m s2 +1
0

m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3 +1
m s3
m s3
m s3 −1
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3

m s4 −1
m s4 −1
m s4
m s4 +1
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4 +1
m s4 −1
m s4
m s4 +1

m s5
m s5 +1
m s5 +1
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5 −1
m s5
m s5 −1
m s5

m s6 +1
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6 −1

m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
m s1
0
0

m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
m s2
0

m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3
m s3

m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4
m s4

m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5
m s5

m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6
m s6

2µ(m s6 +1)
µ(m s5 +1)
µ(m s5 +1)
µ(m s4 +1)
2µ(m s3 +1)
µ(m s2 +1)
λ(m s1 +1)
λ(m s2 +1)
λ(m s4 +1)
λ(m s3 + m s5 + m s6 )
λ(m s3 + m s5 −1 + m s6 )
λ(m s3 + m s5 + m s6 −1)

4.3 Share-per-node: One fiber per port (F = 1), M
wavelengths and C converters (C ≤ 2 ∗ M) shared
between two ports N = 2

5 Approximated analytical models

In this case we proceed exactly the same as in the previous
section, but now the CTMC is the 4-tuple (m 1 , r1 , m 2 , r2 )
where m i , ri represent the number of busy wavelengths and
converters in port i, with i = 1, 2. The blocking probability
is also modified to include the states in which r1 + r2 = C,
with blocking probability m 1 /M and m 2 /M for port 1 and 2,
respectively. The analytical expressions are not given here for
brevity. The number of states for the share-per-node case can
be derived using the number of states for the share-per-link
case with F = 1 which we denote as
Sl (M, R)=(R+1) ∗ (R+2)/2+(M − R) ∗ (R + 1)

(5)

Then the number of states for the share-per-node case can be
written when C ≤ M as
Sn (M, C) = (M + 1) ∗ Sl (M, C) + (M) ∗ Sl (M, C − 1)
+ · · · + (M − C + 1) ∗ Sl (M, 0)
which is O(M 2 ) when C  M.

In this section, an approximated analytical model will be
presented for the asynchronous multi-fiber buffer-less case.
Note that the Markov chains’ approach presented in the previous section could be adopted, although it would have critical
complexity as the number of switched channels increases.
Thus, a different approach is proposed here to achieve quite
good matching with lower complexity. The model is based
on the Equivalent Random Theory [23,24]. The model is
first introduced for the share-per-link architecture and then
it is extended to the share-per-node case. With the assumption of asynchronous network and variable packet length the
incoming traffic is assumed to be Poisson again (rate λ) and
the packet size distribution as exponential (mean 1/µ). These
assumptions are quite realistic as shown in previous works
[15]. The total load is equally distributed toward the output
channels. For a matter of clarity all the variables included in
the model will now be listed and explained. The model will
be described immediately after. First of all we anticipate the
general expression for the packet loss probability which is:

(6)
PLoss = Pu + Ptr · 1 −

Pu
Ptr

· Pbwc

(7)
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where

single wavelength and is expressed as:

– Pu is the probability of having all the output channels
busy independently of the state of the converters.
– Ptr is the probability that a packet needs a converter to
be sent because its incoming wavelength is busy on the
output interface.
– Pbwc is the packet loss experienced by the converters.
– A0 is the average load on incoming wavelengths.
– A1 is the load on a tagged outgoing wavelength.
– A+ is the portion of traffic that comes from the set of
converters after conversion to the tagged outgoing wavelength.
– Atr is the portion of traffic directed to the converters from
a single busy wavelength.
– Vtr is the variance of traffic Atr .
– Awc is the total traffic that is directed to the pool of converters.
– z peakedness defined as the ratio between variance and
the mean of variable Atr .
To solve the analytical problem a tagged outgoing channel is considered. This channel is loaded with an amount of
traffic A1 that results in:
A1 = A0 + A+

(8)

Atr = A0 · Ptr · 1 −

Pu
Ptr

(11)


where the term 1 − PPtru takes into account the fraction of
overflow traffic that does not incur in output overbooking and
that is already taken into account by Pu . The set of converters
is loaded by the overflow traffic concerning all output interfaces and is calculated as the total traffic Awc that is directed
to the R converters, easily deduced from the expression 11
of Atr :
Awc = M · F · Atr

(12)

The traffic Awc is not exponential [18] and has been characterized by the Equivalent Random Theory [23,24]. This
theory allows to use the Erlang B-Formula for non-Poisson
traffic streams if they are normalized to the peakedness z.
This parameter is calculated as the ratio between the variance and the mean value of Atr (see formula (11) and (14)).
It is an index of the variability of the traffic with comparison
with the Poisson distribution for which it results z = 1. The
‘peaky’ traffic that loads the converters has a greater variability than Poisson traffic and so z > 1. The variance of the
traffic Atr is evaluated through the formula [23]:
Vtr = Atr · 1−Atr +

F · M · A1
F · M−F · M · A1 +Atr · F · M+1
(13)

that is the sum of the average input load per wavelength A0
plus the traffic A+ that comes from the set of converters
after conversion to the tagged wavelength [25]. In any case
A1 ≤ 1, which means that the system is not overloaded and
allows temporarily traffic unbalancing on the target wavelength due to wavelength conversion. Here, differently from
[25], the probability Pu of having all the output channels busy
independently of the state of the converters can be calculated
using the Erlang B-Formula with F · M servers loaded with
F · M · A0 as:

taken from the Equivalent Random Theory and applied to the
multi-fiber scheme. The peakedness z can be then expressed
as:
Vtr
(14)
z=
Atr

Pu = B(F · M; F · M · A0 )

Pbwc = B

(9)

Ptr is the probability that a packet needs a converter to be
sent because its incoming wavelength is busy. If there are
wavelength channels available at the output ports the packet
looks for a different wavelength and uses a converter. If there
are no wavelength channels available the packet is discarded.
Ptr is calculated as the joint probability that the F wavelengths (one on each fiber) of the same color of the tagged
packet are busy and there is at least a wavelength free at the
output stage.
Ptr = (1 − Pu ) · B(F; F · A1 )

(10)

A1 in this case is assumed Poisson and as long as A+ is a
small fraction of A0 this assumption is quite tolerable [25].
Atr is the portion of traffic directed to the converters from a
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The packet loss probability Pbwc experienced by the converters can be then expressed as [24]:
R Awc
;
z
z

(15)

By using (15) the expression of A+ is obtained as:
A+ = Atr (1 − Pbwc )

(16)

Finally the overall packet loss probability is formulated as:
PLoss = Pu + Ptr · 1 −

Pu
Ptr

· Pbwc

(17)


where, again, 1 − PPtru takes into account that part of traffic
that does not occur in output contention. Previous equations
can be numerically solved to determine Pu , Ptr , Pbwc and
calculate PLoss through 17.
The extension to the share-per-node case is quite straightforward. The same approach is indeed adopted. The only
changes affect the expression of the variance of the traffic
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Atr and of the total traffic Awc directed to the converters that
become:

simulations
theoretical

(18)

and
Vtrnode = Atr
F · M · N · A1
F · M · N −F · M · N · A1 +Atr · F · M · N +1
(19)

being the pool of converters in this case shared among all N ×
F × M channels. The validation of the model through comparison with simulation results will be shown in the results
section.
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Fig. 4 Blocking probability for share-per-node switch with N = 2,
M = 8, F = 1 as a function of the number of shared wavelength converters for load A01 = 0.8 and A02 = 0.4 per wavelength: comparison
between exact model and simulation

6 Numerical results
In this section, numerical results are presented with the aim
to validate the analytical models and show the effectiveness
of the approximated approach.
6.1 Exact model validation (by comparison with
simulation)
In Fig. 3 results obtained by the exact model of the share-pernode configuration are validated against simulation in case of
balanced traffic. Simulation results are obtained with confidence interval at 95% less than or equal to the 5% of the mean.
Perfect agreement is shown for different values of load. In
Figs. 4 and 5 the validation is obtained for unbalanced traffic and perfect agreement has been found again. In Fig. 6 the
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Fig. 9 Blocking probability for share-per-link switch with N = 1,
M = 8, F = 2 as a function of the number of shared wavelength converters varying the load A0 from 0.2 to 0.8 per wavelength: comparison
between exact and approximated models
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multi-fiber case is considered for F = 2. Also in this case the
Markov chain-based approach is shown to give exact results.
On the basis of these first results the effectiveness of the
Markov approach can be assessed only for very limited values of switch parameters. This analysis could be extended
also to other values of N and F but they would be of little
use as the number of states grows dramatically.
6.2 Approximated model evaluation (by comparison
with exact model)
In Fig. 7 the exact and approximated models are compared
for share-per-link switch varying the load from 0.3 to 0.8. It
can be seen an underestimation of loss which tends to become
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M = 64, F = 1 as a function of the number of shared wavelength
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slighter as the traffic increases. At medium load the estimation of loss is within the same range of loss probability. The
same comment can be applied to the share-per-node switch,
whose performance for F = 1 is represented in Fig. 8, and for
the share-per-link multi-fiber option with F = 2 represented
in Fig. 9.
In Figs. 10 and 11 the approximated model is applied in
ranges where neither the exact model, because of large switch
size, nor the simulation, because of low blocking probability
range, is suitable. In fact, performance evaluation for very
large switches and very low loss probabilities are reported
for load values A0 = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7. In these figures the
asymptotic values are exact, and a quite good evaluation of
the number of wavelength converters needed to obtain a given
probability of blocking can be obtained, although optimistic.
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7 Conclusions
Blocking analysis of asynchronous optical burst switches
equipped with shared wavelength converters has been performed based on three different approaches: continuous time
Markov chain model, equivalent random theory model, and
simulation. The first approach has been shown to provide
exact results by comparison with simulation but only for very
limited values of system parameters, i.e., the number of fibers
and the switch size, due to the model complexity. The equivalent random theory approach gives approximated results,
based mainly on the assumption of independence between
loss events on output channels and on the wavelength converters’ pool. In any case this approach is computationally
fast and quite accurate unless traffic is very low. The asymptotic value is captured very accurately. On the other hand it
is well known that simulation is not fair for very low values of loss probability. The application of the approximated
approach to switch configurations and operating conditions
which are untractable both with the exact model and simulation are finally shown to enforce the validity of the approach.
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